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. What Works?

“China’s strategy backfires”
Notes

“China is now paying the price for its halfhearted approach to market
liberalization and its inability to cut the cord from heavy-handed state control of
markets and the economy.”

(WSJ. Jan 2016. Controlling Markets Has Become a No-Win Game for Beijing)

. What Works?

“The Myth of Asia’s Miracle”
Notes

“From the perspective of year 2010, current projections of Asian supremacy
extrapolated from recent trends may well look almost as silly as 1960s-vintage
forecasts of Soviet industrial supremacy did from the perspective of the Brezhnev
years.”

(Krugman 1994)

. What Works?

“It’s aspirational, a model”
Notes

“The most remarkable development of the last quarter of the twentieth century has
been the revelation of enormous weaknesses at the core of the world’s seemingly
strong dictatorships . . . ”
“. . . strong governments have been failing over the last two decades. And while
they have not given way in all cases to stable liberal democracies, liberal
democracy remains the only coherent political aspiration that spans different
regions and cultures around the globe.”

(Fukuyama, 1992)

. What Works?

Dictatorship vs Freedom: Trick Question?
Notes

“Egypt is poor precisely because it has been ruled by a narrow elite that have
organized society for their own benefit at the expense of the vast masses of people.
Political power has been narrowly concentrated, and has been used to create great
wealth for those who possess it . . .
“Countries such as Great Britain and the United States became rich because their
citizens overthrew the elites who controlled power and created a society where
political rights were much more broadly distributed, where the government was
accountable and responsive to citizens, and where the great mass of people could
take advantage of economic opportunities.”
(Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012)

. What Works?

“Errrr, have we seen this elsewhere?”
Notes

“Egypt is poor precisely because it has
been ruled by a narrow elite that have
organized society for their own benefit at
the expense of the vast masses of people.
Political power has been narrowly
concentrated, and has been used to create
great wealth for those who possess it . . .
“Countries such as Great Britain and the
United States became rich because their
citizens overthrew the elites who
controlled power . . . ”

“For too long, a small group in our
nation’s Capital has reaped the rewards
of government while the people have
borne the cost. [. . . ] Politicians
prospered — but the jobs left, and the
factories closed.
“January 20th 2017, will be remembered
as the day the people became the rulers
of this nation again. The forgotten men
and women of our country will be
forgotten no longer.”

. What Works?

“The Base”
Notes

. What Works?

“The Base” (2)
Notes

Poster-child
Displaced
Older
Less-educated

Yes, Trump did win:

But then he also won:

All older Americans
Voters who didn’t
graduate from college

Young white voters
White college graduates;
white male college
graduates
Rich Americans, while
Clinton won the poor
White women voters

Working-class
Male

Male voters

Table: Who voted Trump? (Author’s calculations, from CNN 2016 Nov 23, Exit Polls
2016)

2. Institutions: Regressive and Progressive

Economic Institutions — Regressive and Progressive
Regressive
Fear of expropriation
Arbitrary persecution. Corruption
Barriers to economic opportunities:
Business entry and start-up. Poor
infrastructure provision
Restrictive, costly education facilities
available only to the rich

Progressive
Strong property rights. Law and
order. Contracts respected and upheld
Rule of law. Clear, reasonable domain
of control. Judgement by legal experts
State infrastructure and public
support for freedom of movement,
exchange, entry, and production.
Level playing field
Minimum guarantee on human capital
development. Access to public
schooling and basic health care

Notes

Table: Economic Institutions — Regressive and Progressive

2. Institutions: Regressive and Progressive

Political Institutions — Regressive and Progressive
Notes

Regressive
Absolutism: Complete power resides
in the government
Power concentrated in the hands of
only a very few

Patronage and favouritism; Dynastic.
Nepotistic. Self-sustaining political
elites

Progressive
Checks and balances on high office; an
effective, responsible opposition
An independent expert judiciary; a
responsible free press. Well-informed,
enfranchised citizenry, with extensive
political participation
Peaceful transition of power and
leadership as necessary

Table: Political Institutions — Regressive and Progressive

2. Institutions: Regressive and Progressive

Institutions. States and Markets
Notes

1. AR Extractive vs Inclusive? But these are not antonymous. Nor is extractive
necessarily bad: Mining is an extractive industry.
2. Here unlike elsewhere, no mention of markets or democracy or human rights:
loaded words that carry baggage and misunderstandings
3. Strong substantial states still needed to provide public goods: enforce law and
order, pay for the judiciary and perhaps even the news media, without
influencing what they do; build bridges, highways, facilities for power and
water, basic education and health care.
4. A strong unipolar state solves the free-rider problem. Hegemonic stability
theory.

2. Institutions: Regressive and Progressive

Institutions. States and Markets (2)
Notes

5. (AR) Why are extractive or regressive institutions so prevalent?
5.1 Should the question be the opposite? Specific narrow group of stakeholders;
losses diffused
5.2 Citizens vs elites? (Remember the Trump Base).

6. Democracy is the bottom line that allows progressive institutions? Is China’s
economy sustainable? Singaporean democracy?
7. Do citizen revolts against elites always succeed in transitioning to democracy?

3. Theory and Analytical Foundations

Economics and Politics
Notes

“Unleash the forces of economic creative destruction and all manner of individual
freedoms: what emerges, by some magical fundamental theorem, will be a social
outcome good for all.”
1. Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics
2. Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem

4. Case Studies

The US 1865, as developing economy (compared to China 1979)
Notes

 Sharp economic ascendancy through FDI
 Devastating civil wars; subsequent emphasis on national unity
 Engagement economic with the rest of the world. Political aloofness, claiming

distance from global balance of power. Dissenting path
 Isolationist, with relatively lower military expenditure
 ...

4. Case Studies

The US 1865, as developing economy (compared to China 1979)
(contd.)
Notes

 Perception by the rest of the world of laggardness on human rights (remember

US slavery)
 Patriotic and materialistic
 Protectionist
1. Alexander Hamilton, 1791 “competition upon equal terms is impractical”
2. US Civil War saw the defeat of the free-trade Democrat South by protectionist
Republican North.

5. Conclusion

Concepts to remember and use
Notes

1. What (People Think) Works
2. Extractive, Inclusive; Regressive, Progressive
3. Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics. Arrow Impossibility Theorem
4. When the US was a developing economy

Notes

